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This short PowerPoint presentation and discussion looks mostly at just one aspect of marketing in the world
of national libraries.  The strategy that the National Library of New Zealand is developing around its New
Zealand and Pacific and heritage collections is to link the presentation of the physical objects in a specific
location or exhibition to a presentation or service that is provided electronically.

This principle can be applied to many library services, as we know.  In this case there are benefits which
are unique to national libraries.  Popular access to popular culture stimulates support of the collections and
the ability to generate donations from across all sectors of society.  Providing electronic access broadens
use to all parts of the country and internationally.  Using this form of access targeted to specific audiences
increases public and therefore political support.  Important partnerships with Mäori such as Rangiätea and
Te Rauparaha are possible.  This increases awareness in the Mäori population and assists building the
collections in this significant area.

Awareness of the collections is promoted in students through electronic initiatives such as the Curriculum
Online Resource project, which supports the teaching of the arts curriculum drawing on sound, images,
film and text from the collections.  This is due to go live at the beginning of next year.

By linking marketing strategy to its electronic access strategic goal, the National Library of New Zealand
has successfully built its online presence and expanded its audiences and user base.  This increasing
awareness of the institution is instrumental in enriching the collections.  People become aware of the value
of material they might hold and consider making donations to the permanent research collections held in
the Alexander Turnbull Library within the National Library of New Zealand.
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Strategy

• Purpose:   Informing New Zealand:  forging 
links between information and people

• Mission:  National access to library and 
information resources
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Key Audiences
•Users

– Libraries
– Schools
– Reference clients
– Researchers

•Mäori
•Education sector
•NZ cultural institutions
•NZ library & information sector
•International
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Marketing Tools
• Publications
• Conferences/trade exhibits
• Alliances & partnerships
• Client relationship management
• Exhibitions & events
• Website/Online resources
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Key Strategic Goal

Electronic Access:   New Zealanders can 
access a comprehensive range of resources 
through a national electronic system
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The Library Online

• Accessible to key audiences
• Publication medium
• Access to events
• Vehicle for partnerships
• End user relationship
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Online Resources
• Catalogues & Directories

– Te Puna
– Tapuhi

• Digital Collections
– Timeframes
– Te Waimano
– Ranfurly

• Partnerships
– Te Rauparaha
– Rangiätea
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Rangiätea

• Online exhibition/resource
• Physical exhibition in 1997
• Partnership between library & church
• Treaty of Waitangi partnership
• Bilingual
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Exhibitions

• Annual programme of exhibitions
• Supporting event programme
• Touring exhibitions
• Exhibitions online
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http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz

Twenty titles from
the 19th century 

310,000 pages
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Evaluation
• Ongoing programme of surveys
• Used to improve products and services
• Exhibitions highly valued
• Exhibition Gallery was specific destination
• Te Puna client focus ratings improved
• Some areas for improvement identified
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Market and Build
• Physical & virtual
• Popular access/popular culture
• Specific audiences
• Tailored products
• Wide access
• Collections built
• Library supported
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URLs
• www.natlib.govt.nz/
• http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/
• http://timeframes1.natlib.govt.nz/
• http://www.tewaimano.govt.nz/
• http://tepuna.natlib.govt.nz/
• http://tapuhi.natlib.govt.nz/
• http://rangiatea.natlib.govt.nz/
• http://www.tki.org.nz/e/r/maori/te_rauparaha/
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